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A zombie apocalypse may seem like a fantasy right now. But what happens when an outbreak hits?
Will you be prepared? The zombie apocalypse is a disaster few believe will truly ever occur despite
how it has captured the popular imagination. The Center for Disease Control and the Pentagon
have developed zombie apocalypse scenarios. If these powerhouses of the American government
can take the apocalypse seriously, so can you. Just imagine that the world as you know it changing
drastically. Your city has been bent to the breaking point by a natural disaster so massive that there
is nowhere to turn to for help except yourself. The power has shut down; there's no one to run it.
The cell towers you so often depended on have gone dark. Even the water, a life sustaining
necessity, is only running intermittently. All this and you still must find some way to survive until help
comes. Who can you trust aside from yourself? The natural human race is slowly turning into
zombies and your choice becomes fight, flight, or get your brains eaten. Zombie Survival
Fundamentals Home Base Foraging To Partner or Not to Partner Non-Essential Resources
Self-Protection Moving Out
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Well there's not much I can say about this that I haven't said about other "Survival Guides" that are
set in the Zombie Apocalypse. It's got all the basics in there, shelter, food, weapons, transportation,
etc. It's no "Zombie Survival Guide," by Max Brooks, but it's entertaining to read.There's nothing that
really makes it stand out, and the information inside of it is mostly common sense that anyone who
has watched any zombie movies or read any zombie books would know. There are also a bunch of

grammar mistakes in there, like a word missing here and there or a mix up in the sentence structure
and that's a little annoying. One last thing I wanted to address about this book was that the cover
was really awesome and it really grabs your attention when you're scrolling through the titles on .If
you have some time, it's worth reading. Check it out.

Zombie Apocalypse, a pure imagination and a thing in the movies right now. But who knows,
desires to fly and talk on wireless phone were imaginations some hundreds of years back and now
they are real. A well written book protecting from zombies, making a house base, ensuring adequate
supply of food and water. Keeping pets, children and elders safe. Fighting in case it is needed.
Choosing partners, seeking help from other people and moving out. Five stars to the imagination
and the strategies proposed , a unique concept !

Great and entertaining book , it reminds me of shows like the walking dead, if in reality there was
ever to be a zombie apocalypse , which I assume there wont , this would definitely be the guide, the
author stopped at nothing to deliver how to go about surviving, I also believe that the points noted in
this book can also be used for when there is a disaster. Great and entertaining read!

I enjoyed this book so fun to read.... The story was good from the beginning to the end,Not too
longâ€™ not too short. I can't wait to read more from this author

This book is really interesting all through out the book. It is getting more interesting while I am
getting near to the end of the book. This is very highly recommended for me and I am going to share
this book to others.
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